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Abstract. The momentum distribution of projectile electrons ejected in collisions with light targets is calculated
within the second-order Born approximation for direct
ionisation and within the electron impact approximation
and the impulse approximation for electron capture to
the target continuum. From comparison with available
experimental data it is found that for forward emission
angles the electron is well described by a projectile eigenstate, while at backward angles a target final state is more
appropriate. At all angles the inclusion of simultaneous
target excitation is very important.

PACS: 34.50.Fa

1. Introduction

It is now generally accepted that electron ejection from
energetic projectiles cannot to sufficient accuracy be described by the first-order Born approximation for direct
ionisation. Even when simultaneous target excitation is
taken into consideration, this theory provides only a qualitative explanation of the electron loss peak which appears at electron momenta kfclose to the collision velocity
v [1]. Deviations from the first Born approximation
manifest themselves in the shape of the forward peak at
zero emission angle [2, 3], where the cusp asymmetry is
a direct measure of the higher-order couplings of the
electron to the target field [4]. At larger emission angles,
the first Born approximation fails to reproduce the high
intensity at the low-energy side of the loss peak which
has been measured for electrons detected in coincidence
with charge-changed projectiles [5-7]. This additional intensity has been attributed to simultaneous target excitation which results not only from the electron-electron
interaction (the so-called 'coherent' projectile-target ionisation), but also from the projectile nucleus-target electron interaction ('incoherent' projectile-target ionisation)
[61.

In this work the loss theories valid for Zp--~ZT and
v > Zp (where Zp and Z T a r e the nuclear charges of projectile and target, respectively) are revisited and extended
to account for second-order effects in both the elastic and
the inelastic contributions to the doubly differential cross
section. Here, elastic and inelastic refer to a ground-state
and excited target in the final state, respectively. Due to
the difficulty of describing the simultaneous influence of
the projectile and the target field on the ejected electron,
either a projectile or a target eigenstate will be chosen.
For small relative momenta between the continuum electron and the projectile, i.e. for forward emission angles,
the influence of the target field is small, and the secondorder Born approximation for direct ionisation has been
found to provide a satisfactory description for He targets
in the cusp region [4], and at forward angles up to 50°
[8]. In the present work, the Born approximation is also
applied to backward angles using, however, a new closure
approximation for the evaluation of the inelastic contribution, which particularly accounts for a proper description of target ionisation [9].
When the electron is ejected into the backward hemisphere, the target potential gains increasingly influence
on the electron. This may be accounted for by either
allowing for intermediate target eigenstates as has been
done by Hartley and Walters [ 10] in the framework of
the impulse approximation, or by forcing the electron
into a final target state like in the electron impact approximation (EIA) [11] which is basically the BrinkmanKramers theory fbr rearrangement. Both theories have
originally been formulated for heavy targets with Zp < Z r,
and they do not account for the incoherent projectiletarget ionisation. The EIA which only considers the
elastic contribution to the loss cross section, has recently
also been applied to He targets [12], but the agreement
with experiment is not very satisfactory. In the present
work, the EIA is improved in two ways: first, the inelastic
contribution from the incoherent projectile-target ionisation is added. This should be a good description for
backward angles where the coherent projectile-target ionisation is considered to be small [ 10]. Second, accounting
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for the fact that a proper description of rearrangement
requires a higher-order theory [13, 14], the EIA is combined with the second-order term to the prior impulse
approximation (IA), and in the same framework, target
excitation by electron-electron coupling is accounted for
in addition to the incoherent contribution. Since the IA
includes intermediate projectile eigenstates, its validity is
expected to extend to smaller emission angles as compared to the EIA.
The paper is composed in the following way. In Sect. 2,
the second Born approximation with the new closure approximation is shortly presented. Section 3 describes the
electron impact approximation including the incoherent
part of the target excitation. In Sect. 4, the impulse approximation is derived. Numerical details are given in
Sect. 5. The comparison of the theoretical results with
experimental data for He +, He ° and H ° projectiles is
performed in Sect. 6 and the conclusion is drawn in Sect. 7.
Atomic units ( h = m = e = 1) are used unless otherwise
indicated.

2. The second Born approximation (B2)
For the formal presentation of the theories, we restrict
ourselves to a one-electron projectile and a neutral target.
The multi-electron target states, denoted by ¢ r, will be
described by Slater determinants of single-particle Hartree-Fock states. The electronic projectile states g,e are
hydrogenlike, while the scattering states ~ r of the electron in the field of the neutral target are solutions of an
appropriate single-particle Schr6dinger equation. The
semiclassical approximation with a straight-line internuclear trajectory, R = b + vt, with impact parameter b,
will be used.
In the initial channel, and for the Born approximation
throughout, the Hamiltonian is split in the following way
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Fig. 1. Coordinates and interaction potentials for the collision system consisting of the projectile nucleus (P), the target nucleus (T)
and the electrons (e). Only one target electron is shown

(with energy eT) to ~,/' (with energy e/') and the target
from ¢ ~ (with energy -E,.r) to qSf (withenergy E l ) reads
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(2.3)

where the choice of propagation in the projectile field,
Go~= (i3 t - H o, + ie ) - ~, restricts the applicability of the
Born theory (2.3) to systems with Z p > Z r. Since a detailed description of the theory has been given earlier [4],
it shall only be pointed out that in the second-order term
the one-electron approximation to V~ is made,
(2.4)

which is the more appropriate, the larger Zp and Z r.
This leads to the following formulae for the elastic
( ¢ f = ¢ , r ) and inelastic (qSf=~¢7) part of the transition
amplitude
i

- i J'dt<qS wfl VGo, VTI¢irWf>

(2.5)

aj,B2, in __
- - i j" d t @ f ~,f I V~e[¢ [ ~/.,~)

H=Ho~+

- i S d t @ f ~'fl VpeGo, Vr÷ VTGo, Vpe d~rWe'~
"ri

Ho,=Hr+Te+Vpo,

V,= V~ + Vpe+ ~:,,

(2.1)

where Ho~ is the electronic Hamiltonian for the separated
projectile-target system, with H T the target Hamiltonian
and T~ the kinetic energy of the projectile electron. Ve~is
the projectile electron-target electron interaction, Veo and
I~Sr the couplings between the projectile electron and the
projectile and target nuclear fields, respectively, and VF~
is the interaction between the projectile nucleus and the
target electrons. Explicitly, for an N-electron target, the
potentials are given by
iv
~=,

1

Zp

Zr

Ir~-r~l

re

rr

N
Vpe = - gp E
n=l

/

The inelastic part consists of two contributions, the firstorder term mediated by V~ (the coherent ionisation) and
the second-order term based on two successive interactions between an electron of one atom and the central
field of the other (the incoherent ionisation). Hence,
the inelastic contribution to the doubly differential cross
section for the ejection of electrons with an energy
Ej= k~/2 into the solid angle df2f (in the target frame of
reference) has the following structure
d2a i~ _ 4 k 7
dEydf2f

v f> u

~"dq~ (AE/~ - qv) Ff (q)

N

1

Ir.r-R[

i

(2.2)

F f ( q ) = ~, ]Qofleiq'r"TM¢°h(q)
_~ e i q . . . . . V inc (q)

where the electronic coordinates are displayed in Fig. 1.
In the second-order Born approximation, the transition
amplitude for exciting the projectile electron from q/~

(2.6)

n=l

] (o~"7 [2

where {~or} are the initially occupied Hartree Fock
target orbitals and the sum over final target states f

"
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runs over all excited states above the Fermi level. The
total excitation energy of the system is denoted by
A E f ~ = e f - e P + E f - E r*, and ql and q2 are two electronic momenta which may depend on q. The matrix
elements of the coherent and incoherent ionisation are
denoted by M °°h and M ~n°, respectively, and are given
in [4]. The factorisation of the incoherent contribution
into an r,, r-independent matrix element M ~° (q) times an
exponential r . r dependence is made possible by an additional peaking approximation.
Two closure approximations for the simplification of
the sum over final target states will be discussed. The first
one, which is commonly used, relies on the replacement
of the target excitation energy by some average value [ 15]

A e f -- Efr-- E,r ~ I r + ef

(2.7)

where I r is the ionisation potential of the target (the
K-shell binding energy in case of He) and e l = Kff/2 with
tel= k f - v the electron momentum in the projectile reference frame. As a consequence, completeness of the target states can be used to evaluate the sum over f . For a
He target, the result is

ference term in Ff (q) but retain it in c r, such that for a
fixed average target excitation energy, the conventional
closure approximation is recovered. Since the matrix elements M ~°h (q) and M i~ (q) are independent of t?~, this
leads to the approximation
cr ~ ctQ~ k)(q)

[MC°h(q)12G(Kr, q~)+ ]Minc (q) [2 (~ (~:r, qo_)
=F(q)

i M~Oh( q ~ i ~ i ~ ) ~ lM~O(q)12 q(q2)
N

,7=i

S ( q ) = ~ K ~ d K r G ( K r , q)

(2.10)

0

with F(q) from (2.8). If in the expression for G(K r, q),
O f is approximated by a hydrogenlike 1s state with an
effective charge Z ( Z = 1.7 for He), the angular integral
in G (Kr, q) is easily carried out with the result (for N = 2)

[9]
29Z6q 2
G0cr, q) = K r ( 1 - e -2~") t[q 2 - (KT+ iX)2] -i• 12

r(q)= ~ l)(q)
f>N

q2+½(Z2+K2r)
× [(Z 2 + q2 + t¢ 2)2_ 4q2 ~c~13

= Im~°h(q)12&~(q,)+ [m~"°(q)lZ&.(q2)

(2.11)

+ 2 Re {M °°h* (q) M a~°(q)}
× [F~, (I ql -- q2 l) - ½F~l(ql) Fol (q2)]

(2.8)

where &~(q) is the incoherent scattering form factor
which for a He target is related to the elastic form factor
Fd(q) by means of S ~ ( q ) = 2 - F ~ ( q ) / 2 [16]. The form
factors are tabulated for most targets; equivalently, F~ (q)
can be calculated from the Fourier transformed target
atomic potential [4, 17].
The second way for the evaluation of the sum over f
relies on the fact that for electron loss, target excitation
to the continuum plays an important role. Hence, the
sum over f is replaced by an integral over target electron
momenta K r, and ~0f represents the corresponding continuum eigenstates. Accounting for the contribution of
the bound excited target states by a renormalisation constant cr, one has from (2.6) [9]

with 1/= Z/K r. The approximations involved in the derivation of (2.10) and (2.11) are not expected to be of
serious consequence because they affect numerator and
denominator of crj" d O ~ F / ( q ) in a similar way. The
advantage of this Hartley-Walters closure approximation
is the absence of a free parameter (the mean excitation
energy) and the excellent agreement with accurate calculations for the first Born approximation ( M inc = 0) [9].
It will be used in all theories discussed below.

3. The electron impact approximation(EIA)
In this approximation the ejected electron is described by
a target eigenstate. Consequently, in the final channel the
Hamiltonian is split according to

H=UoS+
d2a i~
dEfd~2f

4kf ~ ~c~_dKrj. d q 6 ( A E f i - q v ) c r
V

H o f = H r + T~+ Vr,

o

×~ df2~ Ff (q)

(2.9)

where AEf=Ir+~c2r/2 , and c r is determined from the
requirement that for x ~ / 2 ~ e f , (2.9) should coincide
with the result from the conventional closure approximation (2.6) with (2.8). The evaluation of (2.9) does not
meet particular difficulties when either the coherent or
incoherent contribution is dropped, because then the angular integral over dg2,~ can be carried out analytically.
Due to the interference term between M ~°h and M i~°, this
is, however, no longer possible in the general case. In
order to keep the theory tractable we drop the inter-

Vs= Vee--<V~D + V,,e+ V,,o

(3.1)

with (V~e) = @ r] V~e 1¢ r ) and Vr from (2.4). The exact
transition amplitude for this rearrangement process is
given by
afi=

--i S dt(~f~f[ Vii+VfGV~[¢~r~F)

(3.2)

with G = (i3, - H+ ie)- 1 the full propagator of the system. The second-order approximation to af~ is obtained
by dropping Viior ~ i n G. In the elastic contribution, the
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replacement G~Goe is made like in the second Born approximation (2.3). Applying the one-electron approximation, i.e. setting V ~ - (V~.~) = 0 in the second-order
term, one obtains

a~= - i ~dt((~f ~ f l(l + VeoGo~)
d~ r~u~'3
X(VT~- gPe)lyi
i /"

(3.3)

The contribution from VpeGoi(gT+gpe ) has been
dropped because Ve~ Go~ Vr does not lead to target ground
state-ground state scattering, while the matrix element of
gPe ~oi gPe is proportional to the overlap between q/f and
~uiP and hence small for large collision velocities.
For the coherent contribution to inelastic scattering,
the same replacement, G-*Go~ will be made, since this
contribution is basically important for small ejection angles and small momentum transfers where the projectile
field is supposed to have the dominant influence on the
electronic intermediate states. For the incoherent contribution, however, which is dominant at backward emission angles, the choice G--+Gof= (i~ t - Hof + it) i will
be made. This choice has two additional advantages, first,
the restriction Zr~< Zp can be dropped, and second, the
further evaluation is much less involved than it would be
with the replacement G~Go~. Setting V e ~ ( V ~ ) in the
incoherent term, one has

V Pl4,? ,uf)
(3.4)

a) Elastic contribution to the EIA
In the electron impact approximation only the first-order
term in (3.3) is retained. Neglecting the contribution from
the overlap (~,,T[ qz~P ), one is left with the BrinkmanKramers formula for single electron capture
i ~ dt @ / f t Vr[ qJ~)

= -- i ~ dt ~ dk e-ikR e i (Aej~+v2/2) t
x @ , f ( r r ) l gr(rr) Ik r ) ~0~(k- v)

(3.5)

lk r ) = ( 2 7 ~ ) - 3 / 2 exp(ikrr), Aey~=Es--ei e with
Ef = k}/2 and (pipthe Fourier transform of gtF. A detailed
account of the EIA has been given earlier [11], and we
mention only the approximations involved. First, the matrix element of Vr is replaced by the elastic scattering
amplitude f (k, 0)

where

< 'fl

kr>

=<kfl V=lq,(>
I

-- (2 n) z f (k, Ok, kr)

dEfdg2f

(3.6)

-~(k~,Of)

v2

(3.7)

k= = (A e:;. + v2/2)/v
where Of= ~ (k f, v) is the emission angle of the electron.

b) Inelastic contribution to the EIA
The inelastic contribution consists of the incoherent term
of a)~ from (3.4). Its evaluation proceeds in the same way
that has been used for the second Born term [4]. Gof is
handled by introducing a complete set of intermediate
eigenstates to Hof, q/r ,qSf, and the quantities related
to the projectile rest frame, Vx,~ and ~F, are Fourier
transformed. One obtains
=

iZp ~ dq a ( A E f + Aaf, + v2/2 - qv) e-iqb
7C
ds

where the first integral is the coherent part and the second
integral the incoherent part. Again, the term with
Vpe Gof rpe is dropped because of its proportionality to
the small overlap (~,f[ ~ ) .

afEIA, e l = __

Ji(kz--v) der¢

d20"EIA'el--kf

ajEIA, in

a}~ = - i ~ dt<~)f ~uf l (1 + Veo Go~)

-- i I d t @ f ~uf [ Vp~GoIV.rl 4)'[~u~)

where Ok. kj is the angle between k and kf. This on-shell
approximation is exact for k = kf and reasonable in the
peak region of the cross section where k - k f is small.
Secondly, a peaking approximation is applied which casts
the EIA into the simple product form composed of the
cross section da~/d,.Q = ] f l 2 for elastic electron scattering on the target field, and the Compton profile or,.which
accounts for the momentum distribution of the initial
electronic state [ 11 ]

1

×f 7 Ae: -sv+i
xo2(q-s-v)(q

@ / f (rT) I VTI (q -- S) r )

N

fl 2 eiS"TIqLr)

(3.8)

n ':= 1

where A E f = E l - E f and Aar ~= E l - af . The same matrix element which enters into the elastic EIA transition
amplitude (3.5), @/fl Vrl q/2), appears in the inelastic
EIA amplitude (in the form given by the second line of
(3.5)), and is folded with the matrix element for target
excitation. Hence, (3.5) together with (3.8) forms a consistent theory.
In order to cast the inelastic contribution to the electron loss cross section into the form (2.6), a peaking
approximation is necessary like in the B2 theory. Since
for light projectiles, O7 is strongly peaked at q - s - v = 0,
we fix the components o f s perpendicular to v by s± = q±
in the target excitation matrix element and also in the
matrix element of Vr, assuming they are smoothly varying
quantities as compared to the remainder of the integrand.
This 'transverse' peaking approximation is similar to
the one used in the elastic part of the EIA. In order to
eliminate completely the dependence of the target
excitation matrix element on the integration variable s,
a full peaking is needed for this matrix element.
Since s z = A E f / v - s o is strongly selected by the energy
denominator, we approximate
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i

a fg i l A ' i n -

4. The impulse approximation (IA)

i d q O ( A ~ f ~ ' + A e f i + v 2 / 2 - q v)e-iqb

7~

N

x<qSfl

The impulse approximation is obtained by collecting all
first- and second-order terms which were defined in the
beginning of Sect. 3. From this point of view the IA should
be considered as an improvement over the EIA; however,
the choice of propagation in the projectile field (the prior
form of the IA) restricts its application to systems with
Z r < Zp as in the case of the second-order Born approximation.

e~q-"°'M~'°'HA(q)l~bf>

n=l

Minc'EIA(q) = --Zp

~ ds~
1
-oo
AE/~--s~v+ie

x ( ~ ' f ( r r ) I Vr] (q,--s=)e,: r)
xj, ds a 1$2 ~ o" F ( q _ s _ v )

(3.9)

l/~ r~2 - ~ ds= A E f -- : v + it

The elastic IA transition amplitude is the on-shell approximation to a~ given in (3.3). Inserting a complete set
of eigenstates to Ho~- Veo , -~,~A
r.k e',i, where t k ~) is a
plane wave with momentum k in the projectile frame,
and making the approximation (1 + V),o Go~)14)fk e)
[ qS~r q/ke ) with ~ke an (on-shell) projectile scattering
state, one obtains from (3.3)

xf(lq~-s~[,

a) A'~= --i~dt~dk<~,flkP>@,~lVT[~,~}.

with q2 = q J + S0%. For hydrogenlike states, the integral
over s± can be performed analytically. Applying the onshell approximation (3.6), one obtains for an initial is
state

Z 7/2

Mm~, E,A (q)

S

1 ( q 2 +s~
I i ( s, , q ) = ~ \ -b7
°

o~

0s) L(s~, q)

)

(3.10)

1

21/fl(q2 + s 2 ) + 2 f l + ~ b 2

2 fl3-72 In

bo(2 ~/@ + ~ )

~ = 2 ( s ~2- q ± -2b ~ ) ,

bo2.

d20.EIA, in __ 8 g k f 7

×

J0

K2T d K T

~

qdqS~n(q2)lM~'EIA(q)] 2

qmin (/CT)

x

G ( / C T , q2)

~q(q2)

It is easily seen that in this expression, the replacement
of V~ + V~r by Vr is exact. Vp~ does not contribute because ~u~ and ~ are orthogonal. Introducing the Fourier
transform Vr of the effective target field, one obtains with
ko=k+v

7~

fl=(s~+q~-bZ)a+4qj.2

The doubly differential cross section for the inelastic
EIA contribution is obtained from integrating the absolute square of (3.9) over impact paramters and summing over the final target states. The result is (2.6) with
A E f i = A E S + A e f i + v 2 / 2 , M°°h=0 and Minc given by
(3.10). Applying the Hartley-Walters closure (2.9) and
making use of the fact that neither M ~n°'EIA nor the form
factors S~, F~t and S depend on the azimuthal angle of
q, this integral becomes trivial and the cross section is
given by

t)2

(4.1)

a]~' e'= - / j " d q 6 (z~cfi- V2/2 - q v )

bo = Ze2 + (sz - qz + u) 2

d Ef d £2f

a) Elastic contribution to the IA

(3.11)

with G and ~q from (2.10) and (2.11), q2=(q2sin20q
+s2) ~/2, S o = ( I r +~c~./2)/v,
qm;,,(Irr)=(IT +K2r/2
+Aef~+V2/2)/V, and the polar angle of q defined by

× e -iqb MjliA, el (q)

IA, el (q)= [I / /2 -~
i

(4.2)
T*

~ dk°~f (k°) l?T(k°--v-q)

x ( ~ o _ , I ei(k°-"-q~'P I ~ ( r p ) ) .
For the evaluation of the k 0 integral, a transverse peaking
approximation is made like in the case of the EIA, relying
on the assumption that the Fourier transformed final
state, ~of, is strongly peaked at k 0 = ks. However, the
peaking approximation is not so well justified as for the
EIA, because q~f, being eigenfunction of a fully screened
potential, has a rather broad momentum distribution [ 18].
We have found it convenient to separate ~of(ko) into the
plane-wave contribution, 0 (kF - ko) 0and a finite remainder, a procedure which is allowed for short-range potentials VT. In the remainder, both t?T and the projectile
ionisation matrix element are taken outside the k0_L integral at a fixed value P0±. With P=P0± +k0z%, one
obtains
MfIA,
1, el -L /
i el {tqJ] ~. . . . /[//B
fi

--ao

COS t9 q = qmin (K T)/q"

xj'dko± (Pj:
~ r* (ko)

dko_~VT (P -- v -- q)
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terms. One obtains with p - k/± + k0= e=

M3,BI' el =/2

I7~( k f - v - q)

X (q/~/.-~ I ei(k/-'-q)r~ I ~'f (re))

(4.3)

where ~/'(ko)=<pf(ko)-a(kf--ko) and :aztB"+',~/v inserted into (4.2) is identical to the first-order Born contribution to the transition amplitude (the first term in
af2,
i :l from (2.5) up to an irrelevant phase). From a detailed analysis Of j~dko: 0~7°(ko)[181 we have chosen
P0_~ = k s 1 in the vicinity of ko~=k/:, a n d P0_~ = 0 elsewhere. Taken into consideration that Vr and the ionisation matrix element are weakly dependent on p and in
addition functions of the second integration variable q,
the peaking approximation should not lead to serious
deficiencies. With the help of (4.3), the elastic contribution to the doubly differential loss cross section is calculated from
d20IA'e'--8/~J ~ qdqi dCpqlM]/A'~'(q)[2
dL)dOj, v2 qm~o
0

(4.4)

where c~i. = JA e+,.~--0 2 / 2 J Iv, and the polar angle is obtained from cos 0q = (Aey~- v2/2)/(qv).

b) Inelastic contribution to the IA
The incoherent part of a~ from (3.4) has already been
discussed, and it remains to evaluate the coherent term.
Since this term has the same structure as the corresponding elastic term a)~., the same steps are taken as before.
One obtains
a}:f" coh = _ i ~

dt~ dk(~,fl

k P)

x <~f~u(I V~ IqS/q+[>

(4.5)

because V~e is the only part of Vz-which can induce twoparticle transitions. Fourier transforming 1/~,e leads to

a)+a,~oh-

i f dq,~(AEf +Aef~+v2/2_qv)

)g

dko

"

r*

xe lqb~ (ko-q) 2 Of (ko)

x( +L-,lei(k° q)'~] q'tP(rt')>
N

x(efl Z

e

i~k°-q)'"~lqS?).

a)a, co = _ i S dq

(AeS+A

Tg

J,+°V2--qv)

N

× e-iqb(qSfl Z eiq ..... MCOh,~A(q) i q~/r)
n=I

MC°h'IA(q)= I k f - q l

-~o dk°-- J P - q t

x (~pP v I ei(p-q)re l~u,+'(rP))
x[c~(ko:-kf:)+y dkoj_ (of*(ko) ]

where q~ = q - kf. The term proportional to 0 (k0=- k/~)
coincides again with the first-order Born approximation
(the first term in a):~z"~ from (2.5)). In order to obtain
the complete inelastic transition amplitude the incoherent part from (3.9) has to be added:
dA, i,=a~IA, i,~_
,A cob .
. aj,'
(4.8)
The doubly differential cross section d 2 a TM m/dEFdf2s is
obtained from the formulae (2.6)-(2.11) with the substitution M °°h ( q ) ~ M °°h' IA from (4.7), M i'° (q)---, M i'¢~EIA
from (3.9), q l = q - - k / , q2=qz+(AEf/v)e~ and AEy~
=AEf+Aes~+v2/2. As q~ depends explicitly on the
azimuthal angle of q, the integral over q can only be
reduced to a two-dimensional integral which has to be
carried out numerically.
5. Numerical details
For the evaluation of the electron loss cross section in
the electron impact approximation and the impulse approximation, knowledge of the target continuum eigenfunctions, their Fourier transform and the scattering amplitude is required. For simplification, the target atom is
approximated by an effective one-electron potential. This
is a reasonable approximation for high-energy electron
scattering where exchange effects are of minor importance and orthogonality to the bound electronic states
need not be considered [19]. The electronic scattering
state is represented in terms of partial waves, and the
radial part R t (k, r) of the l th partial wave is obtained from
the Schr6dinger equation

( d2
l(l+ 1)
)
~-~+k ~
r2
2 V(r) R,(k,r)=O
(4.6)

n=l

This expression is again evaluated with the help of the
peaking approximation. Since the Fourier transform of
the pure Coulomb field V~,~is strongly momentum dependent, care must be taken that also with the peaking
approximation, the dko-integrand remains finite at k o = q
(each matrix element in (4.6) is proportional to k 0 - q
since the wavefunctions are orthogonal). Therefore, the
transverse peaking approximation koj- =ky~ is made in
the projectile matrix element multiplied by I k o - q l - J
and the full peaking approximation k o = k / i n the other

(4.7)

(5.1)

where k is the electronic momentum. The potential consists of the static and the polarisation field [11, 19]

v(r) = ~ ( r ) + ~,ol
V.r(r) =

Z

2
r ~
r

(aie-b,r+~ire-P,,.)

i=l

~r 2

VP°I=

2(r 2 + d 2)3'

IS= f k°' k<k°
(.k,

k >ko

(5.2)
3/c
d--8A,
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The static field Vr(r ) has been fitted to the target Hartree
Fock potential where a~, b~, e~ and #~ are the fit parameters [17]. In the polarization field Vpol, c~ is the dipole
polarizability and A the mean target excitation energy
(for He, c~= 1.38414, A = 1.22 a.u.). For large electron
momenta (k~> (3 A ),/2), the cutoff constant d is proportional to k [19]. This will be the case for the dominant
contribution to the cross section because the collision
velocity is large and k ~ v (see e.g. (3.7)). However, for
the inelastic EIA cross section, R/. is also needed for small
values of k. In that case, one would have to solve a selfconsistent differential equation including exchange [20].
Since the smalt-k contribution is of minor importance as
discussed below, we have made a crude approximation:
R/.(k, r) has also been calculated from (5.t) with (5.2),
using a constant cutoff d in Wol" The value/c o = 1.1 (for
He) has been taken from an earlier fit to accurate lowenergy phase shifts [21].
For the impulse approximation, the integral over the
transverse components of the scattering state in momentum space is needed. Within the partial wave representation, this double integral can be performed analytically
[18]. Hence, only the r integral inherent in the Fourier
transformation of the scattering state has to be calculated
numerically. This can be done simultaneously with the
integration of the Schr6dinger equation (5.1).
The scattering amplitude is readily calculated with the
help of the phase shifts St, which are determined from
the large-r behaviour of the radial functions R~ (k, r)

with k~ defined in (3.7). Since I; rapidly decreases with
t sZI, it is obvious from (5.4) that the dominant contribution to the inelastic EIA cross section comes from the
region around s" = 0. At this value, the particular scattering amplitude f (k=, 0y) enters into the formula, which
also determines the elastic EIA cross section (3.7).
The ionisation matrix element appearing in the IA
((4.3) and (4.7)) can be calculated analytically for hydrogenic states (see, e.g. [4]). In addition to the square
root singularity at p = v from the normalisation constant
P
of the Coulomb wave q/p_,.,
there appear two logarithmic
singularities at ko= = 4-ky from the Fourier transform of
the scattering state [18]. These singularities are readily
handled by splitting the ko: integral and making a logarithmic variable transform (except in the region of the
maximum at ko~ = k f : ) .
6. Results

The total loss cross section is calculated from the sum of
the elastic and the inelastic contribution
d 2a

d 2 ~el

d 2 ai~

dEf d a f

d e f dg2j

dEfdOy

(6.1)

within the three theories presented above, the secondorder Born approximation, the electron impact approxinaation and the impulse approximation. Comparison is
made with the coincidence data of DuBois and Manson

/'max

f(k,O)=}~

~. ( 2 l + 1)Pl(cos0)eia'sinSz

(5.3)

/=0

d2o i-Jaama_}

d E ~ "i<eV-sr

where P~ is a Legendre polynomial, and the cutoff lm~~ is
taken sufficiently large to obtain convergence ( / m ~ 16
for He). Making use of the fact that for V ( r ) = 0 , 5 ~ 0
for r-+ oo, accurate values of 5~ are obtained already at
moderate r if (5.1) is first solved with (5.2) and subsequently with V(r)= 0. 5t is then equal to the difference
of the corresponding phase shifts at fixed r.
Since the evaluation of the scattering amplitude and
of the momentum-space scattering state is rather timeconsuming, these functions are calculated prior to the
evaluation of the cross sections on a grid of mesh points,
and interpolated subsequently with a spline interpolation
routine. In the case of EIA, this is made possible by
the variable transform in (3.10) s~ =s~-So, such that
the argument of the scattering amplitude, q~-s:
= A ejv/v + v/2--s~, only depends on s£ but not on the
target excitation energy t¢~/2. The singularity in the s~
integral at s~ = 0 is readily handled by means of the decomposition
1

-oo

-oz

%f : 300

1#

1

S-' V

-

F(s£ ) = f ( Ik = - s; I, O/) I,(s 5 + So, q)

V

F(O)
(5.4)
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2. Doubly differential loss cross section for 0.5 M e V / N
He + + H e collisions as a function o f electron energy Ej, at an emission angle o f 30 ° . Shown are results from the second Born approximation with the Hartley-Walters closure ( - - ) and the convemional closure ( × ), the first Born approximation ( . . . . . . . ), the
E I A ( . . . . ) and the impulse approximation (), all with
the Hartley-Walters closure. Shown is also the elastic B2 contribution (...................), The experimental data (0) are taken from DuBois
and M a n s o n [51
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Fig. 3. Doubly differential loss cross section for 0.5 MeV/N

He + + He collisions as a function of electron energy E/at an emission angle of 170° . The theoretical curves have the same meaning
as in Fig. 2, except for the elastic EIA contribution ( - - - ). The
experimental data (t) are taken from K6v4r et al. [12]

[5] and Heil et al. [7], and with the singles data of K6v6r
et al. [12]. Figures 2 and 3 show the energy distribution
of electrons emitted in 0.5 M e V / N He + + He collisions
at the two angles 0 / = 30 ° and 170 °. At forward angles,
the Born approximation gives the best description of the
data. Inclusion of the second Born term increases the
cross section in the peak region by ~ 4 0 % at O/= 30 °,
but by a factor of 2 at 0/~>90 °, which is considerably
more than in the cusp region (10% [4]) at this particular
collision velocity. In order to test the accuracy of the
closure approximation for the inelastic contribution to
the cross section, the second-order Born theory has been
calculated with the Harttey-Walters closure (2.9) as well
as with the conventional closure approximation. At small
electron energies the difference is rather small, while at
energies beyond the peak, particularly at backward emission angles, there are considerable deviations between the
two approximations (up to a factor of 2). In this context
it should be recalled that the choice AEf--*Ir+ @ / 2 in
the conventional closure approximation is derived from
a mere consideration of the electron-electron coupling
where it is assumed that the two electrons acquire an
equal amount of m o m e n t u m [15]. With increasing momentum transfer to the projectile electron (i.e. for increasing OF or E / b e y o n d the peak), the coherent ionisation looses importance as compared to the incoherent
(double-interaction) ionisation, such that the HartleyWalters closure which models the true target energy levels
beyond threshold is more reliable than the conventional
closure.
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Fig. 4. Ratio daY'Idaa of the inelastic and the elastic contribution
to the doubly differential loss cross section for 0.5 MeV/N He + + He
collisions at emission angles 30°, 90° and 150°. Shown are calculations within the second Born (
), the EIA ( - - - ) and the
impulse approximation ( . . . . .
). Also shown is a modified EIA
ratio where in the inelastic part, the first-order Born term is added
coherently ( × - - - × )
At backward emission angles, the electron impact approximation is superior to the Born approximation in
explaining the experimental data. This theory does not
include the coherent ionisation. In order to check possible
deficiencies of the EIA, the coherent ionisation has been
accounted for by using the IA formula (4.8) but retaining
only the O-contribution from (4.7). Although this addition of the first Born term (with a projectile final state)
is not quite consistent, it gives an estimate o f the importance of the coherent ionisation as compared to the incoherent ionisation. It follows from Fig. 4 that for small
0 / t h e inelastic loss cross section is enhanced as compared
to EIA (up to a factor of 2 at 0j-= 30°), but there is little
effect at backward angles. Hence, in the validity regime
of the EIA, the neglect of the coherent ionisation is a
reasonable approximation.
While the coherent ionisation must be taken into account at forward angles, consideration of the incoherent
projectile-target ionisation is important at all angles. If
only the elastic part of the loss cross section were accounted for, the experimental data were underestimated
considerably, both by B2 at forward angles and by EIA
at backward angles (see Figs. 2, 3). As is evident from
Fig. 4 where the ratio between the inelastic and the elastic
loss cross section is plotted as a function of energy, the
inelastic contribution is particularly large on the outer
wings of the loss peak, where it may strongly exceed the
elastic part of the loss cross section. This behaviour which
is c o m m o n to all theories may be explained by realising
that the m o m e n t u m transfer required to eject a loosely
bound target electron is of similar magnitude (or even
smaller) than the m o m e n t u m which must be absorbed by
the projectile electron. Therefore, the probability for the
occurrence of double ionisation during the collision is
very large.
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Fig. 6. Full width at half maximum, FFWHM,of the electron loss
peak from 0.5 MeV/N He r + He collisions as a function of emission angle 0T. Shown are results from the second Born approximation (
) and the electron impact approximation ( - - - ).
The arrow denotes the width of the Compton profile from (3.7).
The experimental data are taken from DuBois and Manson (0, [5])
and K6vdr et al. (4, [12])

The presence of the target electrons leads not only to
a general enhancement of the loss cross section, but it
affects also the position and shape of the loss peak itself.
The gross features can be explained by the properties of
the projectile alone: from e.g. the formula (3.7) for the
elastic E I A it follows that the peak position is determined
from the requirement k,~=v, i.e. Emax=V2/2+eF,
whereas its shape mirrors the m o m e n t u m distribution of
the bound projectile electron as expressed by the Compton profile 4- The influence of the target electrons which
manifests itself not only in the presence of the inelastic
loss cross section, but also in the angular and energy
dependence of the scattering amplitude, leads to a change
of the peak position and width when the emission
angle is varied. Figure5 displays the peak shift
AEELp=Emax--V2/2 which from the arguments above
should be close to e~. This is approximately true for the
second Born approximation but not for the EIA which
shows a steadily increasing peak shift with increasing Of.
The wiggles arise from the (nonperturbative) influence of
the target atomic field and are the more pronounced, the
heavier the target [ 11 ]. Wiggles in the backward direction
may have been artificially suppressed because calculations for Of> 90 ° have only been performed at a few
angles (120 °, 150 °, 170°), with a smooth interpolation in
between. F r o m comparison with experiment, the second
Born theory is favoured for Of ~< 110 °, while the E I A gives
a better description at larger angles.
The influence of the target field on the peak width as
a function of angle is displayed in Fig. 6. There is again
indication that at angles up to 110 °, the second-order
Born approximation is appropriate while EIA fails. At
larger angles, the two theories give rather similar results.

The large deviation between theory and the singles data
at backward angles may be due to experimental uncertainties caused by the large background from target
ionisation when the peak m a x i m m n is shifted to small
energies. At a 'critical' angle of --~55°, the B2 theory
suggests a very broad electron loss peak as compared to
adjacent angles. This behaviour is related to the inelastic
part of the loss cross section which near the critical angle
peaks at much lower energies than the elastic part.
A similar behaviour, supported by experimental data
[6, 7] is found for electron loss in H ° + He collisions [8],
where the critical angle is ~ 30 ° (Fig. 7). In this figure,
the dependence of the loss cross section on the projectile
species is shown by selecting H ° and He ° projectiles at
the same collision energy as was chosen for He + . For
the He ° projectile, only EIA calculations have been performed, and the following changes have been made in
the theory for H e + : (i) The hydrogenic initial binding
energy is replaced by 0.91795 a.u.. (ii) F o r the initial
hydrogenic wavefunction ~,e an effective charge
Ze. ~ff= t.7 is used. (iii) Vpe is replaced by the HartreeFock potential for He + which means that in (3.9),
Ze/s 2 is replaced by (Zp/s2)(t-16Z3p/(s2+4Z~) 2)
with Z~ = 2. In the step from (3.9) to (3.10) the transverse
peaking approximation (s21 = q 2 ) is also made in this
factor multiplying Ze/s z. (iv) The cross section is enhanced by a factor of 2 due to the presence of two projectile K-shell electrons.
In contrast to the case of 30 ° He + + H e (Fig. 2), the
loss of the more loosely bound electrons of H ° and He °
is not only reasonably well described by the second Born
theory, but also by EIA. This means that for a smaller
ratio of Zp/Z r (or Zp,~ff/Zr), the description of the
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emitted electron by a target eigenstate can be applied for
considerably smaller angles than in case of Z p / Z r = 1.
The basic difference between the two theories lies in the
inelastic contribution: while for B2, this contribution
gains importance when Zp is reduced, it is vice versa for
EIA. This is so because the electron-electron coupling
(which governs B2 at forward angles) is the more important as compared to electron-nucleus couplings (which
enter into the EIA), the smaller the nuclear charges [8, 22].
Inclusion of the coherent projectile-target ionisation in
the EIA would lead to some enhancement on the lowenergy side of the loss peak, particularly for the H ° + He
system, improving the agreement with the data.

7. Conclusion

Electron loss spectra from collisions of hydrogen and
helium with He have been calculated within three highvelocity perturbative prescriptions, the second-order Born
approximation, the electron impact approximation and
the prior impulse approximation. Comparison of the
shape and position of the electron loss peak with experimental data confirms the conjecture that electrons ejected
into the forward hemisphere are predominantly influenced by the projectile field. The second Born theory
which accounts for this fact, is in good agreement with
the data. At backward emission angles ( 0 1 > l t0 ° for
He + + He), electron loss is preferably described in terms
of electron capture to the target continuum. The smaller
the ratio between the proiectile and target nuclear charges,
the more extends the validity of this prescription into the
forward hemisphere. The (first-order) EIA theory gives
a satisfactory explanation of the data, whereas the prior
impulse approximation for electron capture overestimates the experimental spectra at all angles. The failure
of this higher-order theory which originally was designed
as an improvement on the EIA, may be due to the de-

scription o f the electronic intermediate states: when the
electrons are predominantly influenced by the target field
in their final state, this field will also act on their intermediate states, even for symmetric systems like He 4- He.
Ilence, an improvement on the EIA is rather expected
from a second-Born type theory which includes target
intermediate states. Since, however, exact eigenstates to
the atomic target field are essential for a proper description of electron loss at the larger emission angles, such a
theory is far more intricate than the EIA or prior IA.
We have found that consideration of simultaneous
target excitation is very important for electron loss, irrespective of the emission angle and the projectile and
target species. This inelastic process not only enhances
the peak intensity considerably, but also gives the dominant contribution to low-energy electron emission.
Hence, the electron loss peak is shifted to lower energies
as compared to the elastic contribution alone, and the
peak width is increased, particularly near a critical forward angle which depends on the collision system. There
are two contributions to simultaneous target excitation:
at small emission angles, the coherent projectile-target
ionisation must be taken into consideration. This contribution which is important for small momentum transfers to the projectile electron, increases with decreasing
electron energy and emission angles, and also with decreasing nuclear charge of projectile and target. The incoherent projectile-target ionisation, on the other hand,
should be included at all angles and is largely dominant
for high momentum transfers. Hence, this contribution
increases with increasing electron energy and emission
angles, and also with increasing projectile and target
charges. When calculated within a second-order approximation, the incoherent contribution scales relative to the
elastic contribution approximately with Z ~ , Z r. This
scaling may, however, break down for large Zp and Z r,
where third- and higher-order terms will have to be included.
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